Introduction {#s1}
============

Compared to other aspects of language development, such as acquiring grammar, we perhaps take for granted the complexity of building a lexicon. More than 50 years ago the philosopher W.V.O. Quine provided a now famous example of what makes word learning so difficult. In short, Quine ([@B23]) argues that when we hear a new word, how can we ever precisely determine its meaning? This problem has concerned many child language researchers, who all acknowledge that the child requires a means of narrowing down the infinite possible meanings of a word. However, researchers have advocated contrasting theoretical perspectives on how this problem is solved. For many, the child\'s ability to learn new words requires external input from the speaker---not just the word uttered, but also overt "clues" such as pointing and eye gaze (e.g., Bloom, [@B3]). Others argue that the child brings their own tools to the task, whether in the form of domain-specific heuristics (e.g., Golinkoff et al., [@B5]), or domain-general mechanisms (e.g., Samuelson and Smith, [@B25]).

One simple solution is to use existing vocabulary knowledge to decode the meanings of new words. This strategy is commonly known as *mutual exclusivity*---the assumption that an object can only have one name (Markman, [@B13], [@B14]). If a child is faced with more than one possible referent of a new word, she will map the word to whichever referent they cannot name. Word learning in this manner is a form of "bootstrapping" in language development, where existing lexical knowledge can be exploited in order to acquire new lexical knowledge. Alternative explanations of this word learning behavior include the *novel-name-nameless-category* (N3C) *principle* (Mervis and Bertrand, [@B22]) and the *principle of contrast* (Clark, [@B4]). In spite of extensive research into mutual exclusivity (and related theoretical accounts), many aspects of this phenomenon are not well-understood, such as the underlying cognitive mechanisms and developmental origins.

What mechanism underlies mutual exclusivity?
--------------------------------------------

Prominent explanations of mutual exclusivity suppose that the child discriminates between objects on the basis of whether or not they can name an object. However, in the standard test of mutual exclusivity, the name-unknown objects are almost always more *novel* than the name-known objects. Hence, there is a fundamental confound between lexical knowledge and object familiarity. Either of these attributes could guide the child toward mapping a novel label with a novel, name-unknown object. There are several reasons to think that object novelty could play a role. First, outside of the laboratory, it might be easier for the child to detect new objects than to systematically retrieve names for the many objects in their surroundings. Second, it is well-established that even very young infants will habituate and preferentially attend to novel stimuli (e.g., Slater et al., [@B26], [@B27]). Finally, there is a small, but growing body of evidence suggesting that object novelty does influence the mutual exclusivity response. Originally, studies by Merriman and colleagues (e.g., Merriman and Bowman, [@B20]; Merriman and Schuster, [@B21]), showed that 2-year-olds prefer to select the most novel object in response to a novel label. Children will make this response even when the more novel object is in fact an unfamiliar exemplar of a name-known object category (Merriman and Bowman, [@B20]). More recently, Horst et al. ([@B10]) and Mather and Plunkett ([@B18]) further demonstrate that toddlers favor the most novel object as a referent, even though other name-unknown objects may be present.

A problem which has beset traditional "constraints and biases" explanations is that they often do not account for the cognitive processes implementing a word-learning strategy. However, a more mechanistic account of mutual exclusivity is possible if we draw upon what we already understand about learning, memory, and attention. Novelty plays a fundamental role in all of these cognitive processes. Thus, clarifying the role of novelty in mutual exclusivity is an important first step toward understanding the underlying cognitive mechanism. However, given the surprisingly small amount of research into the effects of novelty on word learning, some important questions remain unanswered. Here I briefly discuss some of these issues in turn.

### Is there a role for object names?

While there is a growing body of evidence for the effects of novelty on word learning, it is not yet clear that object novelty *alone* can account for the mutual exclusivity response. In Mather and Plunkett ([@B18]), infants\' speed of word mapping varied across experiments, according to whether or not a name-known object was present. Infants\' mapping of a novel label to a novel object was more rapid when a name-known object was present. One possibility is that the infants\' search for a novel referent was prompted more rapidly by the presence of a name-known object. Similarly, other patterns of response suggest that knowledge of object names might impact on the mutual exclusivity response. Halberda ([@B7]) provides evidence that preschoolers and adults engage in a "double-check" of a familiar, name-known object when they hear a new word, even if they are already attending to a novel object. Findings from Halberda ([@B6]) suggest that a similar process might operate for younger word-learners, except that younger infants might struggle with the process of excluding the familiar object as a referent. Thus, while science favors the most parsimonious explanation, it is yet possible that both novelty and object names impact on the mutual exclusivity response.

### How does novelty impact on word learning?

Word-learning is a multi-stage process. Attention to the correct pairing of label and object does not mean an association has been learned (see McMurray et al., [@B19a]). Thus, beyond the initial disambiguation, a word mapping has to be successfully encoded and retained over time. What role does novelty play at each of these stages? The evidence suggests that novelty directs the child\'s attention to the correct pairing of label and referent. Yet, while novelty may support disambiguation, it also increases processing load (e.g., Mather et al., [@B19]). How might this impact on encoding? If both label and object are novel, then the child has to simultaneously learn about the label, the object, and the association between the two. One issue concerns how processing resources are allocated across modalities. Research into the "auditory dominance" effect suggests that infants prioritize auditory processing at the expense of visual processing (e.g., Robinson and Sloutsky, [@B24]). Hence, novelty might selectively disrupt specific aspects of the encoding process. Encoding could also impact on subsequent retention. Few studies have tested for the retention of word mappings following a mutual exclusivity task. Bion et al. ([@B2]) tested 18--30-month-olds for retention immediately following training, and found retention performance was related to attention during training to the novel referent (cf. Mather and Plunkett, [@B17]) However, Horst and Samuelson ([@B9]) tested 2-year-olds for retention after a five-minute interval, and found that retention was poor. More research is necessary to understand how novelty impacts on encoding and the retention process. A final point is that new words are also consolidated and integrated with existing lexical knowledge, at least in older children and adults (e.g., Henderson et al., [@B8]). While this process is not understood in younger word learners, the novelty (or familiarity) of words and referents could plausibly influence this process.

### The lure of the familiar?

Does the child always attend to novelty? A fascinating, yet poorly understood, characteristic of infant attention is that attention to novelty is sometimes preceded by attention to familiarity. When an infant has a choice between exploring a familiar and novel stimulus, a familiarity preference is thought to occur when the infant has not yet processed the familiar stimulus in detail (Hunter and Ames, [@B12]). Thus, attention to novelty may require sufficient processing of a familiar stimulus. In some studies of mutual exclusivity, toddlers have displayed preferential attention to the *familiar* object prior to the presentation of a novel label (Halberda, [@B6]; White and Morgan, [@B28]). To understand the role of novelty, we need to understand when and how *familiarity* could bias attention during word learning. A successful mutual exclusivity response may depend on the child\'s ability to disengage and shift their attention from familiarity to novelty upon hearing a novel label (see Axelsson et al., [@B1], for a related argument). A detailed consideration of variables which could influence these preferences (e.g., trial duration, stimulus repetition, etc.) might also resolve discrepancies between different published findings (cf. Bion et al., [@B2]).

How does this mechanism develop?
--------------------------------

If the mechanism underlying the mutual exclusivity response is not clear, then the developmental origin of mutual exclusivity is even more uncertain. Some researchers have offered tentative explanations, but these accounts are far from complete. The N3C principle is one of six word learning principles within the "Developmental Lexical Principles Framework" of Golinkoff et al. ([@B5]). Within this framework, there are two tiers: the first tier consists of basic principles about the referential nature of words and the extendibility of labels to similar objects. The second tier contains more sophisticated constraints allowing the rapid acquisition of new words, such as the N3C principle. Notably, the second tier of principles is thought to develop by building on the first tier. Mervis and Bertrand ([@B22]) provide evidence that use of the N3C principle is linked to the onset of exhaustive categorical sorting and the "vocabulary spurt" (cf. Markman et al., [@B15]). However, the exact developmental mechanisms by which the child acquires the N3C principle are not specified.

A more recent examination of the development of mutual exclusivity is provided by Halberda ([@B6]). In this study, Halberda demonstrates changes in the response to a mutual exclusivity task between the ages of 14--17 months. Specifically, while 17-month-olds would increase attention to a novel object upon hearing a novel label, younger infants would either respond inconsistently as a group, or even increase attention to the name-known object. Halberda has argued that the infants are "ruling out" the name-known object before mapping the label to the novel object. However, younger infants get stuck on this first step of excluding the familiar object. While this account illuminates the behavior of infants on the threshold of using mutual exclusivity, it does not reach back far enough to explain how infants learn to exclude the name-known object in the first place.

If novelty underlies the mutual exclusivity response, it might also influence the acquisition of mutual exclusivity. Indeed, infants as young as 10 months are sensitive to the novelty of objects and labels, even though they are far from being proficient word learners (Mather and Plunkett, [@B16]). Infants of this age may be displaying a "precursor" to mutual exclusivity, which develops into the full word-learning strategy at a later age. A viable possibility is that mutual exclusivity may emerge from attention to the novelty of objects and labels. However, we must also consider the effects of the learning environment. For example, bilingual infants do not display mutual exclusivity at the age at which it appears in monolingual infants (Houston-Price et al., [@B11]). Thus, attention to novelty, in interaction with the structure of the (monolingual) linguistic environment, may lead to the emergence of mutual exclusivity.

Conclusions {#s2}
===========

Explicit teaching may not always be required to map words onto the world. Mutual exclusivity is a form of bootstrapping where the child uses existing knowledge to create new word meanings. However, precisely what information is exploited by the young word learner? Is it lexical knowledge or mere novelty? The evidence suggests that novelty matters---so we need to explore further how novelty influences word learning. Part of the solution will be to better understand the processing of novelty itself. When and why does the child shift attention from familiarity to novelty? How does novelty influence cross-modal processing? How does novelty impact on longer-term memory? Furthermore, these dimensions of novelty processing are likely to change with age, and may interact with the linguistic environment and the child\'s vocabulary development. A truly developmental approach may prove critical to understanding the mechanism(s) underlying mutual exclusivity.
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